Bake and Create
Children’s Party Menus
Cold Buffet
Selection of Sandwiches
(Selection to include ham, jam, cheese, chocolate spread, egg mayo)
Cocktail Sausages
Chicken Goujons
Breadsticks
Vegetable Sticks and dips
Crisps
Homemade Sausage rolls
Sweet Treats
(To include selection of chocolate biscuits, part rings, jammy dodgers,
snowballs and teacakes)
Fruit flavoured sugar free Jelly

The above menu is charged at £4 per child

Bake and Create
Cupcakes
A Selection of handmade and decorated cupcakes can also be added to
any buffet for an additional cost of £1 per person. The decoration can
be themed.

Fresh Fruit Platter
A platter of mixed fresh seasonal fruit can be a healthy addition to a
buffet, at a cost of £1 per person.

Cake Pops
A Selection of handmade themed cake pops can be added at the cost of
£1 per child.

The above menus have been put together as a guideline and can be
tailored to an individual’s needs and requirement. Each event is
unique and we would be delighted to discuss the details.

Bake and Create
Children’s Party Menus
Hot Buffet
A hot buffet can be provided as long as kitchen facilities are available
at the venue.

Choice of
Hot Dogs
Burgers
Chicken Goujons or Chicken nuggets
Pizza Slices
Fish fingers

Choice of
Mini Jacket potatoes
Oven Chips

Choice of
Baked Beans
Peas
Tomato Pasta will be available as a vegetarian option.

Bake and Create
Dessert
Fruit flavoured sugar free jelly

The above menu is at the cost of £4.50 per child. A pre order for the
hot food would be required one week prior to the party.

Cupcakes
A Selection of handmade and decorated cupcakes can also be added to
any buffet for an additional cost of £1 per person. The decoration can
be themed.

Fresh Fruit Platter
A platter of mixed fresh seasonal fruit can be a healthy addition to a
buffet, at a cost of £1 per person.

Cake Pops
A Selection of handmade themed cake pops can be added at the cost of
£1 per child.

The above menus have been put together as a guideline and can be
tailored to an individual’s needs and requirement. Each event is
unique and we would be delighted to discuss the details.

Bake and Create
Sweet Treat Party Bags
Sweet treat party cone bags can be purchased at the cost of £1 per bag,
these can have the same theme of your party.

